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We Want to Move You—Online
from the publisher

We want to do that by offering you more than we ever have—and 
right now hope you understand that our changes are a work 

in progress.
There are changes everywhere these days so I guess I shouldn’t 

take it too personally. At the same time, when it comes to print 
media, there are more and more challenges. I love print and reading 
printed materials, but even I don’t get my news that way anymore. 

I don’t research how to do or fi nd things in magazines or news-
papers either. After browsing online, reading a newspaper is like 
reading last month’s news. 

For a print publication there are also challenges with distribution 
and environmental impacts—using paper and ink, and powering 
vehicles for delivery. Then there is fi nding good locations for delivery 
and getting enough ads to support it.

I think the real opportunity in print and one of the most valuable 
contributions it makes is to introduce people to new things, ideas and 
perspectives. We might pick up something in print and see something 
else in it that is intriguing that we probably wouldn’t think to buy a 
book on. We’d certainly never know about it in advance to search 
for it.

I remember that when I needed to take one more elective in a 
defi ned category of classes at Orange Coast College, on a whim or 
through the process of elimination, I picked journalism. I discovered 
I like it.

Dr. Ibrahim Jaffe is founder of Medical Spiritual Healing 
(MSH), a physician and a Sufi  Master Healer. MSH inte-

grates the ancient secrets of Sufi  Spiritual Healing and energetic 
medicine with western medicine. 

“The most important thing to know is that through connect-
ing to the Divine we can heal disease. When we fi nd the subtle, 
inner, root causes of our illness, and apply the Divine love to 
transform them, we suddenly heal!” states Dr. Jaffe.

 Dr. Jaffe has trained a multitude of healers, doctors and 
therapists, while helping patients achieve dramatic healing 
results from conditions that conventional medicine deemed 
irreversible or terminal, such as Heart Disease, Hashimoto’s, 
Autoimmune Disorders, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Panic At-
tacks, Lyme’s Disease, and Breast Cancer.

Dr. Jaffe teaches a simple, three-step, innovative process for 
that has helped thousands with all types of illnesses and seri-
ous diseases. These steps are: 1. Divine Connection, 2. Disease 
Image Discovery, and 3. Spiritual Transformation.  

“In 1982, during my Chicago residency at Weiss Memorial, 
I witnessed an astounding miracle in the ICU.  A young Jewish 
girl in coma, dying of acute hepatitis, unresponsive to allopathic 
medicine, almost healed using an ancient biblical-Talmudic 
(Jewish custom) healing method.  I realized then that there 
were other powerful forms of spiritual and unconventional 
healing in the world and I wanted to learn them. So, in 1983 
I decided that I would travel the world seeking these forms 
of healing. During the next 12 years, I searched for healers 
that were curing disease with ancient medicine.  I began with 
Tibetan Medicine Buddha studies. I then went on to learning 
from Philippine Psychic Surgeons, Etheric surgeons, Hawaiian 
Kahuna’s, Shamans, Gurus, Vedic Healing, Native American 
healing, and many more forms of healing. Eventually I realized 
that the highest and purest form of healing came directly from 
God. I witnessed that God would bestow these miracles when 
a person had found and changed their inner reality to one of 
love, peace and wisdom. This system seemed to be embodied 
in the ancient teachings of Sufi sm.

“Learning this, I sought out and found what I believed to be 
one of the world’s highest Sufi  Masters and Healers, (Sidi al-
Jamal ar-Rifai ash-Shadhiliyya). Unfortunately, one year before 
meeting him, at age 34, I was suddenly struck with illness and 
realized that my heart was failing. 

Wouldn’t it be terribly limiting if the only things we knew in life 
were the things that we were exposed to by the time we were 18? 
The world isn’t like that, of course; we get exposed to different 
things. Having more perspectives is good when you live in a world 
that seems to cry out for more defi nition. 

It seems to ask us/require us to decide who we are over and over— 
make choices. We need more information. Is the alternative—sticking 
to our way, no matter what—really working these days?  

I think that the data-collecting world that wants to classify us misses 
the fact that we change—and need and want it to grow. We see things 
differently as we experience life. Or we might just get bored and become 
interested in exploring new things. We run into things by “mistake.” 

In that vein we will shift even more next issue and offer a wider 
range of shorter articles letting you know what is available in more 
depth online-—and we commit to fi nding as much as we can we think 
is valuable on how to think about and survive our changing world. 
Sign up for our newsletter online to get updates.

The focus will be fi nding practical ways, tools and perspectives for 
living in a diverse county and world—ways to view and live together 
peacefully and cooperatively. 

As one friend told me, the idea is to stay on the top side of the 
surf board, not get pulled along underneath it. Have a great month. 
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“In “In Childless Living, Lisette 
Schuitemaker creatively takes readers Schuitemaker creatively takes readers 
through the seasons of the lives of through the seasons of the lives of 
those who have no children by choice those who have no children by choice 
or circumstance, and offers worthy or circumstance, and offers worthy 
insights for fulfilling life journeys that insights for fulfilling life journeys that 
don’t include parenthood. It will inspire don’t include parenthood. It will inspire 
rumination and reflection, no matter rumination and reflection, no matter 
what season of life you’re in!”what season of life you’re in!”

—Laura Carroll, author of 
Families of Two and The Baby Matrix, 

expert and leading voice on 
the childfree choice

$16.99 • Paperback 
ISBN 978-1-62055-838-6

— Available Wherever Books Are Sold —
Visit InnerTraditions.com • 800-246-8648

Text ITIBCO to 33233 to Receive Special Offers & Discounts

Childless Living 
The Joys and Challenges  
of Life without Children
Lisette Schuitemaker

by Dr. Ibrahim Jaffe

Healing Illness Through Spiritual Transformation

Dr. Ibrahim Jaffe is founder of Medical Spiritual Healing 
(MSH), a physician and a Sufi  Master Healer. MSH inte-

grates the ancient secrets of Sufi  Spiritual Healing and energetic 
medicine with western medicine. 

“The most important thing to know is that through connect-
ing to the Divine we can heal disease. When we fi nd the subtle, 
inner, root causes of our illness, and apply the Divine love to 
transform them, we suddenly heal!” states Dr. Jaffe.

 Dr. Jaffe has trained a multitude of healers, doctors and 
therapists, while helping patients achieve dramatic healing 
results from conditions that conventional medicine deemed 
irreversible or terminal, such as Heart Disease, Hashimoto’s, 
Autoimmune Disorders, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Panic At-
tacks, Lyme’s Disease, and Breast Cancer.

Dr. Jaffe teaches a simple, three-step, innovative process for 
that has helped thousands with all types of illnesses and seri-
ous diseases. These steps are: 1. Divine Connection, 2. Disease 
Image Discovery, and 3. Spiritual Transformation.  

“In 1982, during my Chicago residency at Weiss Memorial, 
I witnessed an astounding miracle in the ICU.  A young Jewish 
girl in coma, dying of acute hepatitis, unresponsive to allopathic 
medicine, almost healed using an ancient biblical-Talmudic 
(Jewish custom) healing method.  I realized then that there 
were other powerful forms of spiritual and unconventional 
healing in the world and I wanted to learn them. So, in 1983 
I decided that I would travel the world seeking these forms 
of healing. During the next 12 years, I searched for healers 
that were curing disease with ancient medicine.  I began with 
Tibetan Medicine Buddha studies. I then went on to learning 
from Philippine Psychic Surgeons, Etheric surgeons, Hawaiian 
Kahuna’s, Shamans, Gurus, Vedic Healing, Native American 
healing, and many more forms of healing. Eventually I realized 
that the highest and purest form of healing came directly from 
God. I witnessed that God would bestow these miracles when 
a person had found and changed their inner reality to one of 
love, peace and wisdom. This system seemed to be embodied 
in the ancient teachings of Sufi sm.

“Learning this, I sought out and found what I believed to be 
one of the world’s highest Sufi  Masters and Healers, (Sidi al-
Jamal ar-Rifai ash-Shadhiliyya). Unfortunately, one year before 
meeting him, at age 34, I was suddenly struck with illness and 
realized that my heart was failing. 

“After other unconventional 
systems of healing failed, I fi nally 
went to Sidi hoping for a healing. 
Within a matter of minutes, he 
understood and found the answers 
to what I needed to heal my heart 
disease. His knowledge was amaz-
ing, so I studied with him for the 
next twenty years learning these 
methods of spiritual healing. Thousands of people have healed 
through Sufi sm and Sufi  spiritual healing. Later, integrating 
Sufi  Healing into conventional medicine, this process became 
known as Medical Spiritual Healing.”  

Ibrahim Jaffe, an MD and Sufi  Spiritual Guide (Murshid 
Murabbi Ruhi) is the founder of Medical Spiritual Healing 
(MSH). Healers and professionals worldwide have been certi-
fi ed in these methods to help individuals uncover the psychologi-
cal, emotional, and spiritual causes of their disease. Dr. Jaffe 
is Chancellor of the University of Medical Spiritual Healing, 
which is open to people of all faiths. Visit: DrjaffeMD.com 
or call at: 888-237-5233 for a healing session or to attend 
his seminars in person or online. Dr. Jaffe will be presenting 
a 90-minute workshop on Medical Spiritual Healing, a panel 
on Spiritual Healing, and a 2-1/2 hour Post Conference session 
on “Walking the Heart – Healing Through Love and Divine 
Connection”  at the Conscious Life Expo. CLE is Feb. 22-25 
at LAX Hilton. Tix: www.consciouslifeexpo.com            
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How do I know if I am in a 
Relationship with a Narcissist

A narcissist is someone with an extreme sense of entitlement, 
blames you for their problems, is manipulative and has no 
empathy. Narcissistic abuse may be mental, physical, fi nancial, 
spiritual or sexual. If you have been 
through an abusive relationship with 
someone who has Narcissistic Person-
ality Disorder, you will know that no 
one understands what you are going 
through unless they have personally 
experienced it. In this excerpt from her 
book, You Can Thrive After Narcissis-
tic Abuse (Watkins November, 2018), 
Melanie Tonia Evans describes the fi ve 
ways you will know you are in a narcis-
sistic relationship…

Five Major Signs 
of Narcissism
Having worked with thousands of 

people around the world, I have found that, irrespective 
of age, race, gender, race, religion, sexual preference or who 
the narcissist is (such as a spouse, lover, family member, friend, 
colleague or boss), narcissism is narcissism. If you are having 
any doubts about whether or not you are involved with some-
one with narcissistic personality disorder (NPD), take a look 
at the following:

1. Emotional insecurity
Despite the commonly held belief that ‘narcissists are full 

of themselves’, the experience of living with a narcissist shows 
us a completely different reality once their mask has started to 
crack. Narcissists are hugely insecure and react on a hair-trigger 
to things that average adults simply don’t get upset about. 
Their over-sensitivity is extreme. When narcissists erupt into a 
narcissistic rage, their anger is a reaction to a perceived threat 
to the narcissist’s fragile self-esteem or self-worth. This type of 
threat is known as ‘narcissistic injury’. Perhaps you spoke ap-
preciatively about a colleague—and all of a sudden, the narcis-
sist is ripping your head off for being disloyal, or even accuses 
you of having an affair? If the narcissist doesn’t receive enough 
attention in a group setting, he or she may stir up trouble or 
exit the scene, only to chastise you later and degrade you and 
anyone else perceived to have stolen the limelight.

This insecurity may be so extreme that it provokes incredible 
jealousy and envy that can’t be assuaged. It doesn’t matter who 
the narcissist is in your own life—you will painfully experi-
ence their insecurities in the form of accusations directed at 

you. Taking it out on you is just something that narcissists do.

2. An extreme sense of 
entitlement

If you share your life with a narcis-
sist, you will quickly discover they have 
an unreasonable sense of entitlement—
it truly is all about them—and very 
poor peripheral vision when it comes 
to anyone else’s needs. A narcissist’s 
self-absorption, which is an integral 
part of their inner wiring, means they 
believe they deserve preferential treat-
ment over and above all others. They 
will push people’s boundaries without 
hesitation and go for whatever they can 
get away with, while their real agenda 
remains cloaked in charm, fl attery and 
feigned care.

No matter how good it looks to oth-
ers, any deal brokered by a narcissist 

is underpinned by a desire to obtain the best of the spoils, 
regardless of who else might suffer in the process. Without 
conscience or as much as a backward glance, a narcissist will 
throw all and sundry under a bus when the time comes for 
them to collect, including their spouse, family and even their 
children.

If you grew up in a narcissistic family, this kind of behav-
ior constitutes your ‘normal’ version of life. When it comes 
to boundaries, you will be used to the idea that whatever is 
yours is the narcissist’s; and as for your rights—what rights 
exactly?  However, if connecting with a narcissist later in life, 
in all likelihood you didn’t see this coming, because initially 
the narcissist made you believe they had your back; that they 
cared for you and loved you genuinely, and that they saw, 
heard and valued you. After trusting and allowing someone 
in to your life at the deepest level, it can be devastating to 
realize this person is actually gobbling up your space, energy, 
attention and resources, and emptying you out, without any 
remorse while doing so.

3. Circular arguments 
that don’t make sense 

One of the surest ways to identify an NPD sufferer is the way 
they argue. Over the years, I have identifi ed numerous ways 
in which narcissists use diversionary tactics when in confl ict 
situations. Their defense mechanisms range from being subtly 
manipulative to displays of downright nasty, out-of-bounds 

by Melanie Tonia Evans
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Bodywork - Rol� ng

Counseling
EFT/Tapping ∞ Emotion & Body Code ∞ Intuitive Counseling & �erapies

Get to the heart and root of your issues—no matter what they 
are. Reclaim your True Authentic Self and purpose—happy and 

healthy! Greatly improve the overall quality of your life with EFT, �e 
Emotion and Body Code, Intuitive Counseling, Energy Medicine, 
NLP, and Hypnotherapy. Clear negative relationship issues, core hin-
dering beliefs, emotions, anxiety, fears, traumas, phobias, pain, physi-
cal and emotional problems, compulsions, depression, general blocks, 
chronic conditions and more!  Love your life!

Dr. Kathleen Rick ∞ 619-523-4690
In-person, phone, Skype, and Remote Sessions

www.kathleenrick.com (free EFT e-book)

Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA,  
DD, EFT-Cert., ACHt., CECP
Energy Psychology and Holistic 
�erapies Expert since 1983 
MA Psychology/MFT
Award-Winning Author

MasterCard®

SM

®

AMERICAN EXPRESS®

35 years experience 
integrating the best  
of traditional and 
alternative therapiesEmotionalMedicineRx.com

penelopeyandrade@gmail.com

Penelope Young 
Andrade, L.C.S.W.

(858) 481-5752

Beyond Talk Therapy Beyond Talk Therapy 
 Sad, Mad, Scared, Glad? Emotions are Medicine.

Heal anxiety, panic, depression without Drugs! 
• Emotional Medicine  •  Relationship Counseling

• Body/Mind Wisdom
Readers rave about Emotional Medicine Rx—Jane B. says: 
“This is going to be the doorway...toward discovering and 
supporting my undeveloped potential.” 
Available at Amazon, Controversial Bookstore, Warwicks 
and EmotionalMedicineRx.com.

Dental & Medical Services

DentistryHolistic
• Digital	X-Rays
• Ozone	Therapy
• Safe	Mercury	Removal
• Biocompatible
Materials

• Minimally	Invasive
Dentistry

• Snoring	&	Sleep
Apnea	Therapy

• Laser	Non-Surgical
Gum	Therapy

DentistryDentistry
• TMJ	and	facial	pain
treatment

• Instant	Veneers
• Dental	Implants
• Porcelain	Veneers
• Esthetic	Dentures
• Metal-free	dentistry
• Natural-Looking
Smiles

• Invisalign
Orthodontics

Relax in our spa-like office

JEFFRY S. KERBS, DDS
The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School  

of Dentistry Graduate

240	S.	Hickory	St.,	Suite	207
Escondido,	CA	92025
DrKerbsOfffice@sbcglobal.net

Resource Directorybehavior. These tactics are so common 
among narcissists and the expressions 
they use are so consistent word for 
word that it is almost eerily uncanny; 
frequently used phrases include refrains 
such as ‘you didn’t let me fi nish what I 
was saying’ and ‘just because I didn’t 
say what you wanted to hear’ and ‘you 
are the only person I have any problems 
with’. (Believe me, there are so many 
others!)

Long before you have identifi ed what 
is going on during these sorts of conver-
sations, you may well feel terribly anx-
ious and traumatized, and wonder if you 
are losing your mind. You will probably 
be bamboozled as to why you appear to 
be arguing over and over about basic 
points with someone who apparently 
refuses to get it. It’s like disagreeing 
with an angry fi ve-year-old who won’t 
remain on topic, or be held accountable, 
or learn from previous behavior. Finally, 
perhaps after hours, days or even weeks, 
you think you’ve won the debate and 
the narcissist really does understand 
your point of view, only then to discover 
evidence that, shockingly, nothing was 
resolved in the fi rst place—and now you 
are back at square one.

4. Pathological lying
In his or her grandiose self-delusion, 

a narcissist is covering up a fragile inner 
identity—and thereby creating and act-
ing out a different script of ‘who’ he or 
she would like to be. The lies begin very 
early on in relationships with narcissists, 
because lying is an ingrained part of 
their identity. A narcissist is likely to lie 
and brag about accomplishments in his 
or her past, as well as complain about 
how poorly they have been treated by 
those with whom they have had frac-
tured adult relationships—which is usu-
ally a gross projection and distortion of 
what the narcissist has done to others. 
Moreover, narcissists believe their own 
lies, which is why they can be such con-
vincing deceivers, often attracting a host 
of minions who believe in them. Grown 
adults with integrity can’t imagine

why another grown adult would 
say such terrible things about anybody 
else—in explicit detail—unless it were 
true. Especially when that person ap-
pears credible and can look you in the 
eye while doing so.
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CBD
NEUCANA WHOLE-FLOWER WATER-SOULUBLE CBD
Experience the elevated benefits of whole flower CBD. 
Our 20:1 nonpsychoactive products promote healling from 
within. Find our more about our organic water-soluble (not 
oil) formulations. We just launched our CBD Sun Protection 
for the summer! Reverse skin cancer while preventing fu-
ture sun damage. Find out more at: neucana.com  Mention 
TLC to save an extra 20%! Amelia@neucana.com

Graphic Design
Yes, We Do Judge a 
Book by its Cover
Your book design should be as com-
pelling as the ideas it conveys. I’ve 
been a professional graphic design-
er since 1989. My clients include the 
San Diego Natural History Museum, 
Western Field Ornithologists, Caro-
line Sutherland and many others. I 
specialize in getting authors’ books onto Amazon/Cre-
ateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and other publishing platforms. 
I’m known for loyalty, and have a long history of working 
with complex scientific publications as well as novels, 
poetry, etc. I design the covers, interior, and can do all the 
work of getting your precious publication out to the world. 
Full editing and website design services also available. Tim 
Brittain: 619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

Meditation
TRANSMISSION MEDITATION TUES, FRI & SUN
“What the world needs now is Love ....” Transmission 
Meditation is a scientifically efficient group meditation for 
maximizing the outpouring of Cosmic Love into humanity. 
7pm Tuesdays, 7:30pm Fridays and 9:30am Sundays 
in Golden Hill. 619/531-0773. http://www.meetup.com/
meditation-430

TWIN HEARTS MEDITATION ON THURSDAYS
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7pm–8:30pm at the Myo-Sei 
Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call 
(888) 226-4325 or Visit the website at www.goddessent-
erprises.net for more information.

Space For Rent
OFFICE/ HEALING ROOM RENTAL
Office/Healing Room for rent for health practitioners. Hour-
ly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in Encinitas on the cam-
pus of the California Institute for Human Science Contact 
Pranic Healing of San Diego 888-226-4325; E-MAIL INFO@
PRANICHEALINGSD.COMV

Many narcissists lead double lives. They are attracted to 
breaking rules and subverting authority. Likewise, the sanctity 
and exclusivity of marriage threaten to reduce them to ‘normal-
ity’ (which feels like emotional annihilation to a narcissist). 
Therefore, they are often associated with criminal and extra-
marital activities, behaviors that are concealed and lied about 
so that they can retain the things in their lives that provide 
them with enough stability to remain functioning. 

Because of the falseness, lies and deception associated with 
narcissistic behavior—forever seeking more acclaim, notoriety 
and the envy of others—no matter how successful a narcissist’s 
life looks, scratch beneath the surface and you will often find 
a countless number of disasters waiting to strike. 

I know that if you have been narcissistically abused, you too 
will have discovered shocking truths that you never thought 
could happen to you. Your life becomes a surreal bad dream 
and the person standing in front of you bears no resemblance 
to the person you thought you were having a relationship with.

5. Blaming you for their problems
One of the most insane and devastating parts of narcissist 

abuse is the projection tactics that narcissists use. Narcissists, 
quite simply, accuse you of all the things that they do them-
selves. I can’t remember the number of times I screamed at my 
ex, ‘Have you looked at yourself in the mirror?’ when I was 
accused of being selfish, uncaring, moody, using people to do 
my bidding, wanting him for his money (what money!) and 
of course adultery, which I later discovered he’d been guilty 
of all along.

Too many people misguidedly end up staying in a relation-
ship while suffering this sort of abuse in an attempt to prove 
to the narcissist that they are not to blame, or because they 
are genuinely trying to unravel who really is the abuser and 
who is the victim—while feeling great shame and confusion 
in the process. Rest assured, a narcissist will have no qualms 
about throwing you metaphorically to the wolves if they think 
the need arises. They will talk about you in disparaging ways 
to others—labelling you as the abuser and smearing you to 
the key people in your life. Narcissists are used to operating 
within the thresholds of drama and pain, and even in extreme 
situations which would stress out normal people, they appear 
high functioning and therefore credible. In stark contrast, you 
are likely to seem like a lunatic while you struggle to hold it 
all together. Devastatingly, the important people in your life 
will \\often start to believe the narcissist. You might even lose 
your job because of discussions that a narcissist has behind 
your back with your boss and colleagues.

All of this isolates the victims of narcissists yet further, push-
ing them into a deep abyss of helplessness and powerlessness, 
while, like a stealth bomber, the narcissist continues to pillage 
and rape their soul and life. 

Melanie Tonia Evans is a healer, author, and radio host considered to be the 
world’s leading online authority on narcissistic abuse recovery. As a survivor 
of Narcissistic Abuse herself, she is the founder of Quanta Freedom Healing 
(QFH) and the Narcissistic Abuse Recovery Program (NARP). Through her 
programs, Mel has helped thousands of people worldwide - there are now over 
20,000 graduates of the Narcissistic Abuse Recovery Program who are pres-
ently Thriving in abuse-free lives. To find out more visit: melanietoniaevans.com
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Spiritual Centers

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902 
(619) 475-1012  •  www.cslbonita.org

Rev. Jane 
Westerkamp

Celebrating Life with Open Minds & Loving Hearts

Sundays at 10AM

Meditation at 9:30AM

First Spiritualist Church
Where Angels Come and So Can You!

Pastor: Rev. Lorina Pyle

Healing Service, 10AM • Lecture, 11AM

3777 42nd St., San Diego, CA 92105
619-284-4646 • 1st-spiritualistchurch.org

See us on Meetup and Facebook

Healings 
Auric, Reiki & Theta

Spiritual Readings 
Tarot, Astrology,  
Psychic Fairs

Classes & Workshops 
Healing Methods, 
Psychic Development, 
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Products & Services

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

• High-quality, safe biological dentistry at a fraction of the usual cost!
• Safe Silver (Mercury) Fillings Removal • Cosmetic Dentistry

• Bio-compatible Dental Materials • Environmentally friendly offi ce at the fi ve-star 
Grand Hotel • Five-minute cab drive from the border, or pick-up available

Call today! 1.877.231.5701 • www.americanbiodental.com

• $50 Exam includes Teeth Cleaning & Panoramic X-rays
• $150 Wisdom teeth extractions by US trained MD, DDS, Surgeon

Now Off ering Regenerative Medical Services

AMERICAN BI  DENTAL
Finding Your Will

People set goals at this time of year. 
What’s the secret to accomplishing 

them?  Read Penel-
ope Young Andrade, 
LCSW, online and 
get her insights on 
how to decide if it’s 
really for you or not, 
and how to move for-
ward. What perspec-
tives will help you 

accomplish what you want? Read more 
at lifeconnectionmagazine.com
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